
 “Connecting to the Feminine Moon - Practice, Ritual & Tools”  

by Tonya Melendez 

The feminine mystique of the illuminating planet lies in its power & affects on Earth. We 
are moved by its cycles, a 28 day rhythm like the ocean tides & cyclical journey  of a 
woman’s ability to bring  forth life. Her pull shifting our moods, body and emotions as 
she spins around the Earth waxing and waning.  

Your bodies natural rhythms & wisdom connect best when you are aware of where your 
Sun & Rising Sign are in your chart. It’s important to know as the Moon placement in 
your astrological chart. The horoscopes in the magazines give ONLY a glimpse of who 
YOU really are. 

Tools you can use to connect with the Moon 

Crystals - Gemstones have qualities of the Earth  & offer a variety of healing powers 
and can be placed in the moonlight to cleanse & imbue with power.  A few I use for Full 
Moon energy include; Moonstone, Selenite, Celestite & Amethyst.  New moon stones; 
Quartz (smoky, clear or rose) Tiger’s Eye, Labadorite or Lapis Lazuli. 

Candles - Most magic use candles with the element of fire & color meaning.  White is a 
great one to start as it can be used for cleaning, clarity & can be used as a replacement 
for every other color.   

Incense & Herbs - The element of air brings scents & allows you to connect deeper. You 
can use incense with specific incantations like healing, cleansing &manifesting or make 
your own.  



Nature - Being outside in the moonlight is a wonderful way to draw down the power, as 
well as, energize your body with its luminous glow! I love to run barefooted through the 
grass around a tree giggling as La Luna shines on me!  

Tarot & Oracle Cards - Tarot cards are a wonderful tool to use in connection with the 
moon as the intuitive & illuminating energy is imbued within the cards by placing them in 
the moonlight.  Psychic connection is strongest during the Full moon which  can make 
your readings eerily accurate, which is what you want! Be prepared for getting your 
questions answered, the moon can give you MORE than you asked for depending on 
what day it is, what month it is & what zodiac sign the she is traveling in.  

The Moon & the Zodiac 

♈  ARIES - Victory, Leadership, Courage, Awards & Challenges 

♉ TAURUS - Stability, Security, Protection, Self -Esteem & Intimacy 

♊ GEMINI  -  Communication, Inspiration, Inventiveness, Writing, Business & Knowledge 

♋ CANCER - Inner Journey, Psychic Development,  Personal Growth, Self -
Empowerment &  Forgiveness 

♌ LEO - Friendship, Reinvention, Magic, Harmony, Personal Development & Talents 

♍ VIRGO - Organization, Finances, Structure, Productivity & Traditional  Values  

♎ LIBRA - Justice, Compromise, Teamwork, Romance, Beauty & Self Awareness 



♏ SCORPIO - Psychism, Truth, Transformation, Courage, Wishes, Goal 
Accomplishment 

♐ SAGITTARIUS - Self Confidence, Control, Optimism, Good Luck, Prophetic 
Dreaming 

♑ CAPRICORN - Discipline, Career, Focus, Personal Goals & Ambitions, Practical 
Magi, Logic 

♒ AQUARIUS - Possibilities, Creativity, Independence, Individuality, Friendships 

♓  PISCES - Inner Self, Imagination, Inspiration, Artistic, Intuition, Past Lives, Psychic 
Studies 

Harnessing Moon Magic  

Here are a few exercises to increase your intuition, promote healing, create harmony & 
foster love.  

• Forgiveness Candle - Using a small candle(use the color of your choice) and speak 
your emotions into the candle while visualizing whom ever needs to be forgiven. As the 
candle burns down so will the negative emotions attached.  

• Love Shower - While you are showering, tell yourself what you love about yourself, 
your body, your personality. LOVE all of YOU! Let any negative feelings go right 
down the drain, where they belong!  



• Crystal Water/Bath - Using crystals of your choice, place in distilled water in a 
covered container and leave in the moonlight to imbue the water & crystals with moon 
energy. Can be used to drink, to spray,  as a mist or added to a bath with crystals. 

• Vision Board - Creating a meaningful & personal board that reflects what you wish to 
draw into your life during a New/Full moon gives it POWER, PURPOSE & PASSION! 
Manifests quickly,  so be careful what you ask for! 

• Candle & Crystal Grid - This one requires meditation time & space and can cause 
instantaneous healing! Pick your candles,  light & put in a safe place.  Pick & align your 
crystals, from head to toe, in a comfy place where you can meditate laying down 
undisturbed for at least 15 -20 min. (Extra points if you do this in the moon energy!) 
Allow the Moon, crystals & candles create a bubble of love & healing. Afterwards 
reflect& thank the moon for her gifts. 


